ARE YOU COMPROMISING WITH YOUR SOCIETY’S FIRE SAFETY?

Ensure safety of your loved ones. Choose the right partner for Fire Audit.
In the recent past there has been substantial loss of property and lives unexpected residential and commercial establishments. In most cases, these situations could have been avoided had some basic safety measures been followed.

Hence, with a view to enhance the fire safety and to control the damage to lives and property, Maharashtra Government has made it mandatory for all establishments, commercial as well as residential, to carry out Fire Audit on installed fire equipments twice a year.
Fire Audit is much more than a certificate issued by an authorised agency. Unless done systematically, your society is vulnerable to fire hazards and subsequent losses. Choose the right partner for fire audit to ensure safety of your loved ones.
Government notifications regarding Fire Audit

As per the rules of Maharashtra Fire Prevention & Life Safety Measures Act 2006

- All commercial as well as the high-rise (more than 15mts & above 7 storeys) residential buildings must install the firefighting equipment as per norms.
- It is mandatory to conduct the Fire Audit twice a year (in January and July).
- Fire Audit can be carried out only by agencies that are issued a Fire Audit License by 'Directorate of Maharashtra Fire Services'.

A Fire Audit consists of

a. Confirmation that all the provisions of the Government regulations are complied with, i.e. all equipment required by the law is installed on the premises

b. All the equipment are in the running order

- Once the above is checked, the authorized Fire Audit agency provides "FORM B" to the establishment which has to be submitted to the fire department.

• For non-compliance, Section 36 of the Act provides for the penalty of up to Rs. 50,000/- and/or imprisonment up to 3 years.
REASONS TO CHOOSE VACCIFIRE

VAST EXPERIENCE
Vaccifire comes to you from Elixir Engineering, a company with 19+ years of experience in installation and maintenance of firefighting equipment in most demanding environments such as factories and plants, where the risk of fire hazards is very high.

LICENCED AUTHORITY
Fire Audit is a serious assignment. You need to trust only an authorized agency to carry it out for you. Elixir has been awarded the Fire Audit License by the Government of Maharashtra.

TRAINED PERSONNEL
Vaccifire staff is well trained and experienced. No Vaccifire person goes out in the field without undergoing a rigorous technical training.

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS
Vaccifire follows most professional systems for everything; ranging from the detailed & accurate audit report to the rigour and competence of the maintenance operations.

ONE STOP SHOP FOR ALL FIRE RELATED SERVICES
Vaccifire is a one-stop-shop for all your firefighting needs. Apart from Fire Audits and AMCs, Vaccifire can also be entrusted with design, supply and installation of the fire systems and providing necessary training.
VACCIFIRE
for all your fire safety needs

Fire Safer Audit

Comprehensive AMC Options

Study & Design of new system

Sale & Installation of all fire equipment

Fire Drills & Training
Elixir Engineering - The Company with Solutions

Elixir Engineering Pvt. Limited is a 19-year old professional Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC) company engaged in highly demanding Industrial projects. Over the years, it has acquired vast expertise in advanced fire prevention systems used in large corporations worldwide.

From Concept to Commissioning, our spread of services have successfully covered the entire gamut of EPC domain within the niche MEP category. Backed by over 220+ trained and experienced personnel, we’ve had the privilege of successfully catering to reputed companies like L&T, Mercedes Benz, Bharat Petroleum, WV, P&G,TATA Steel and other prestigious clientele.
YOUR VACCIFIRE HELPLINE
Tel: (+9122) 3946 4343
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